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Abstract:

The shape of the human body is of great importance in a variety of applications ranging from
medical diagnosis, ergonomic design, biometric identification, to computer animation and gaming. Recently,
3D imaging technology has made it possible to digitize full-length human body with reasonable accuracy and
efficiency. The resulting 3D models provide tremendous amount of information about the shape of the human
body. We study the space of the human body shape using a large number of 3D scans. In particular, we
characterize this space through estimating the shape variability and the main modes of variation.
To conduct a statistical shape analysis, it is necessary to bring different human models into correspondence.
This is traditionally done through anthropometric landmarks, which are special points on human body that
specify well-defined and stable locations of anatomical parts. However, placing these landmarks on the human
body is a tedious and time-consuming task. We address the problem of automatically identifying and locating
anthropometric landmarks on 3D human models. Our method is based on statistical learning. Local surface
properties and spatial relationships between landmarks are modeled as Markov random field. We will show that
anthropometric landmarks can be located accurately through training and probabilistic inference.
Once the correspondences are established, we perform principal component analysis (PCA) on the data set.
Significant modes of variation are extracted. Through visualizing the shape changes alone the PCA axes, we
discovered interesting human body changes that may be used for designing ergonomic products. We also
demonstrate the application of the PCA to synthesize virtual human models.
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